Depth relief.
A study is reported of the depth relief in a simple three-dimensional scene consisting of a white, rough sphere on a planar support, illuminated in a natural manner. Viewing conditions included monocular and binocular as well as 'synoptical' viewing. In the synoptical condition the eyes are optically superimposed. The local surface attitude was probed via a gauge figure that had to appear as a circle painted upon the surface of the object. The measurements allow a reconstruction of the depth relief, which can be compared with the (known) range map. Idiosyncratic differences between three subjects were found that are the exact reverse of what was found for these same subjects for the case of pictorial relief reported in an earlier paper. Apparently the subjects put different weights on sources of sometimes conflicting, sometimes corroborative evidence. The relief is deepest for binocular vision, flatter for monocular vision, and flatter still for synoptical vision. Deviations from veridicality that cannot be explained by mere depth scaling exist and may be due to the nature of the monocular cues.